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| the | shadow | factory |
More Merry Pranksters than
Micro-Managers, more socioanarchists than social analysts,
more bat-shit crazy than
bureaucratic, the curators of
| not | fair | 2017 are not terribly
good at following rules. All they
ever really wanted to do was
present some art by practitioners
who very few people knew about.
The work is for sale so it’s kinda
an art fair, but it’s been carefully
selected so it’s kinda a Biennale,
but at the end of the day what
it really is is a | not | fair |,
taking artists plucked straight
from the studio without the
filters of a commercial gallery or
institutional approval.
While curatorial themes occur
naturally, so do contrarian
memes. Beauty and the grotesque
settle side-by-side. Strange
bedfellows, the only rules that
the curators demanded from the
artists were skill, imagination
and devotion to their practice.
Beyond that a degree of anarchy
held the day.
|6|

Indeed, it was safe to say that
the lunatics were taking over
the asylum the day the curators
first entered their new domain.
It was, of all things, a former
margarine factory that had been
deserted for several years. One
could not avoid the god-awful
stench of putrefying vegetable
fats left in the exposed bowels of
the remaining machinery. That
was before even registering the
sheer havoc of detritus strewn
throughout the spaces. It was as
though a toxic alarm had engaged
and the occupants had fled,
leaving boots, clothing, hairnets
and personal flotsam and jetsam
behind as they ransacked the
premises. It was even worse
than the average artist’s studio.
One early artist, a previous
| not | fair | participant who
prides himself on his own
anarchistic principles, dubbed
it impossible to use and that
we were insane to even try. We
deemed otherwise.

Our hardy curators waded in,
trying to follow some distorted
notion of occupational health
and safety procedures of their
own making as they tossed
machinery, rusting filing cabinets,
steel pipes, clothes, arcane
electronics, obscure tools and
grease-covered metal shelves – a
veritable cornucopia of junk
– through mysterious holes
cut through the 45-centimeter
thick cement floors down into
ominous-looking sump holes.
There was, it had been previously
verified, nothing deadly at hand,
but the appearance down below
was one of a stygian hell-hole
which was promptly sealed away.
The real danger, we were sure,
could well be supplied by the
artists once we’d found them.

The networks to source the
artists had been spawned seven
years beforehand for the first
iteration of | not | fair | – an
intuitive linkage of artists,
teachers, curators and writers
criss-crossing the country. An
alert, as it were, for an impending
showing of emerging artists that
didn’t necessarily depend on
commercial galleries, curatorial
rules or some form of payment
for entry (another art fair held in
2017 charged artists exhibition
fees of $1,895 – this model was
anathema to | not | fair |). To
be recommended by a fellow
practitioner was the highest
commendation for the curators.

The building made strange noises
in the night.
In short, it was a perfect venue
for a | not | fair |.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

A gross 1970s faux mahogany
manager’s office stricken in a
remote corner of the complex
– thought to be useless by the
curators due to its bureaucratic
decor – was immediately seized
upon by one of the first artists to
visit, who planned to transform
it into a bizarre alchemical
laboratory. An adjoining 1950s
brick cottage long-used by the
factory as a work-shed and
utterly trashed, proved to be
a goldmine to another artist,
despite its pungent aroma of
rotting carpet and mould. Once
reeking freezer rooms bearing
warning signs of every nature
were readily converted into ideal
video-screening sites. A groaning
particle accelerator hunkers down
cheek by jowl with a steaming
would-be incendiary device.
On walls, plinths and screens sit
severed and/or malformed body
parts, demented landscapes,
mythological figures, seeping
toffee, bleeding fruit and/or
taxidermied animals which were
all grist to the mill.

Morbidity is a perennial in
any time and any locale, thus
the memento mori is inevitably
here, but so is humour aplenty.
Depictions of nature are scattered
about, but usually in a most
unnatural way. Painting is not
dead, but neither are video,
drawing, sculpture, installation
or photography. The artists, it
seemed, had taken to the words
of famed British occultist Aleister
Crowley: “Do What Thou Wilt
Shall Be The Whole of the Law.”
The adventure hoped for evolved
into a safari of the surreal within
the expansive confines of a
building destined for demolition.
Ashley Crawford, Tony Lloyd
and Sam Leach
| not | fair |
Founders and co-curators
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| artists |
| adam boyd | 14 | alicia king | 16 | alexander okenyo | 18 |
| andrew hustwaite | 20 | ara dolatian | 22 | belinda wiltshire | 24 |
| ben howe | 26 | brett ferry | 28 | camille thomas | 30 |
| chris henschke | 32 | claire mooney | 34 | claire anna watson | 36 |
| dale buckley | 38 | damien shen | 40 | danielle tooley | 42 |
| datsun tran | 44 | drasko boljevic | 46 | emilie wright | 48 |
| emma lindsay | 50 | irene wellm | 52 | jason phu | 54 |
| jordan wood | 56 | laetitia olivier-gargano | 58 |
| linsey gosper | 60 | lucy james | 62 | magda cebokli | 64 |
| mali moir | 66 | meagan streader | 68 | michael needham | 70 |
| naomi bishop | 72 | naomi troski | 74 | natalie ryan | 76 |
| pia murphy | 78 | pip ryan | 80 | rebecca delange | 82 |
| rebecca monaghan | 84 | rob o’connor | 86 | robbie rowlands | 88 |
| robert hague | 90 | saffron newey | 92 | samuel condon | 94 |
| saskia pandji sakti | 96 | shanrah austin | 98 | skye kelly | 100 |
| sophie takách | 102 | tim burns | 104 | tom borgas | 106 |
| vittoria di stefano | 108 |
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| adam | boyd |

Adam Boyd | Silent Witnesses | 2016, clay, dimensions variable

Adam Boyd is an Australian
artist based in Melbourne. He
has completed a Bachelor of Fine
Arts at the Victorian College
of the Arts and has recently
undertaken an artist-in-residence
in Scotland. He predominantly
works with large scale drawing,
sculpture and installation. Boyd
has exhibited both nationally and
internationally in group and solo
exhibitions.
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Recent exhibitions include As
Long as the Night is Dark curated
by Simon Pericich; Lend me your
ear I’ll give you my tongue, MARS
Gallery; Eyes in their Shoulders
Mouths in their Chests, Strange
Neighbour; and Horror Show
curated by the Ryan Sisters,
Gippsland Art Gallery.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Adam Boyd | Dead Reckoning [detail] | 2017, acrylic on acrylic panels 244 x 244 cm
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| alicia | king |
Alicia King is an interdisciplinary
artist exploring cultural
relationships with technology,
within the broad intersections of
art and science. Recent projects
respond to a contemporary global
engagement with technology that
places us eternally on the brink of
the ‘future.’ This idea preoccupies
King’s ongoing practice,
exploring the transformative
potential of biological matter
in humans and the wider
environment. In recent years her
practice has examined tools of
biological technologies as a way
to explore contemporary
perspectives of the human
body as a conceptually loaded,
transformative material.

Her work is held in the Mona
– Museum of Old and New Art
collection, and appears in the
ongoing Monanism exhibition.

The Museum of Modern Art
(MoMA) New York published
King’s work in their publication
Bio Design. She is the recipient
of various awards and residencies
including at the Australia Council
Tokyo Studio; Asialink Tokyo
Wonder Site Residency; and the
Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Alicia King | Death and the future | 2014, cast pigmented polyurethane, 40 x 37 x 42 cm
Image credit: Mel de Ruyter
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| alexander | okenyo |
“There is a deep and rich way
in which we can evaluate and
reflect life through art,” Alexander
Okenyo says. “The things I paint
are simple things. Love and hate,
pain and joy. Pictures with people
and pictures without people.
Intrinsically complicated but not
as themes. As themes they are the
universal basics.”
Okenyo trained in Painting at the
Gateway Institute, Queensland,
and Printmaking at the North
Adelaide School of Art, South
Australia. Okenyo now lives and
practices in Tasmania. Okenyo’s
works are held in private and
public collections across Australia.
He held his first solo exhibition,
Do we know what we are doing?,
at Bett Gallery, Hobart, at the
beginning of 2017. Previously
he had exhibited with the likes
of Philip Wolfhagen and Imants
Tillers in the Poets and Painters
exhibition.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Alexander Okenyo | Cherry Wine | 2017, oil on canvas, four panels, 120 x 320 cm
Image credit: Paulina Hupe
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| andrew | hustwaite |
Andrew Hustwaite is a
Melbourne based sculptor
working predominantly through
the medium of metals (steel,
brass, bronze, gold). Hustwaite’s
formal qualifications attained
include a Bachelor of Fine
Art (Honours) from Monash
University in 2010 with solo
shows dating back over ten years.
His geometric sculptures as a
system of formal exploration and
experimentation stem from a
fascination with the fundamental
structures of our physical world.
The forms exist as a product of
innate elemental forces – they are
arguably geological sculptures.
Themes dwell on compilation,
extrusion, expansion, contraction,
growth and decay. Hustwaite
often takes a singular naturally
occurring geometric form
and uses this as the building
blocks for codified abstract
constructions that come into
existence as a consequence of
the predetermined order that is
imposed on their formation; the
end points of which are arbitrary.
|20|

Andrew Hustwaite | Tetrahedral Cluster |
2016, steel, paint, 120 x 70 x 60 cm
Image credit: Sarah Jacquier

Image credit:
Paulina Hupe

Andrew Hustwaite | Cloud Umbrella | 2016, steel, paint, 180 x 100 x 100 cm
Image credit: Sarah Jacquier
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| ara | dolatian |
Ara Dolatian received a Bachelor
of Fine Arts (Sculpture) from
RMIT University in 2012,
and a Master in Social Science
Environment and Planning in
2014. Ara’s interdisciplinary
practice explores the relationships
between cultural landscapes and
the natural ecosystem. It conflates
a number of ideas around
the themes of the studio and
laboratory and in turn social and
environmental politics.

In 2016 Ara completed a
residency with Centro Negro
AADK and a solo exhibition in
Spain, and has been offered a
grant and a space to develop a
new project for the 2017/2018
program at Espacio de Arte
Contemporáneo in Uruguay.

Ara has exhibited in Australia
and internationally and has been
involved with a large number of
collaborations and public art
projects, including with
Incinerator Gallery; Counihan
Gallery; Town Hall Gallery;
Seventh Gallery; c3
Contemporary; Kings ARI;
and he was a finalist in the
Darebin Art Prize; The Substation
Contemporary Art Prize; and was
a recipient of ArtStart Career
Development Funding through
the Australia Council for the
Arts.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Ara Dolatian | Progress & Passivity | 2017, timber, polycarbonate, soil, plants, water, misters, dimensions variable. Image credit: Ara Dolatian
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| belinda | wiltshire |
Born in Geelong, 1980, Belinda
Wiltshire is a visual artist working
mainly as a figurative oil painter.
After studying Costume Design
and Clothing Industry, and with
no formal art training, Wiltshire
has been exhibiting in solo and
group shows since 2002.
She was a finalist in the 2004
Brett Whiteley Travelling Art
Scholarship; the 2012 and 2016
Black Swan Prize For Portraiture;
2014 Benalla Nude; and a semifinalist in the 2014 Doug Moran
Prize. In her practice as an oil
painter, she aims to create an
internal story for her subject,
sitting somewhere on the fringes
of reality. The visual cues in her
artwork are designed to instil a
sense of space and time for her
audience.
Belinda Wiltshire | Warm Concrete 9pm |
2017, oil on board, 40 x 35 cm
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Image credit:
Paulina Hupe

Belinda Wiltshire | Phone Call 3am |
2017, oil on board, 40 x 35 cm
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| ben | howe |
Ben Howe is an Australian
artist born in London, UK.
Over nearly two decades, he
has explored the nature of
consciousness, personal history
and the incongruities of memory
through his artwork, which
has taken him to England,
Germany, China and the USA.
He holds a Master of Fine Arts
with distinction from RMIT
and is the recipient of numerous
international residencies, grants
and fellowships.
Action, isolation and refraction
surface as thematic currents in
the practice of an artist whose
work functions as a platform for
broader considerations relating
to the physical and subjective
self within contemporary society.
Howe is known for his signature
quasi-scientific aesthetic that
is at once hyper-realistic yet
reductive. His at times stark and
lonely works are often derived
from preliminary explorations in
other media such as sculpture,
photography and film; his process
distorting the boundaries of the
real and the perceived.
|26|

Ben Howe | Shell | 2016, oil on board, 100 x 75 cm

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Ben Howe | Tectonica | 2016, oil on board, 81 x 80 cm
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| brett | ferry |
Brett Ferry’s paintings challenge
the tradition of landscape, teasing
at viewers’ perceptions and
stimulating the imagination.
His bold use of colour, blend,
and unique style are both
confronting and beautiful. His
most recent work explores the
‘post-digital landscape’ derived
from observation, photography
and digital manipulation.

Brett Ferry has completed
a Bachelor of Fine Arts
(Printmaking) at Victorian
College of the Arts, and a
Diploma of Education at The
University of Melbourne. He
is currently working within
education, and living and
exhibiting in galleries around
Melbourne.

Using a variety of techniques,
Ferry places high importance
on traditional acts of drawing,
printmaking and painting. He
states, “for me, these techniques
provide a response to time and
thought, and a discourse within
art history. This enables me to
build conceptual layers of ideas
and meanings, within each piece of
work.”
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Brett Ferry | Coppice | 2016, acrylic and oil on board, framed in Tasmanian Oak, 53 x 43 cm
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| camille | thomas |
Camille Thomas is a Melbourne
based artist who works in
drawing, text and installation and
is currently studying a Bachelor
of Fine Art at RMIT.
Thomas explores the fragility of
the self through the fragments of
memory and emotion collected
throughout life. She is the
recipient of the 2017 Clifton Hill/
North Fitzroy Community Bendigo
Bank Prize (BSG).

Camille Thomas | I don’t really know who I am right now |
2017, graphite on 160gsm watercolour paper, 29.7 x 21 cm
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Camille Thomas | In the arms of the ocean | 2017, graphite on 160gsm watercolour paper, 29.7 x 21 cm
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| chris | henschke |
Chris Henschke is an artist who
works with digital and analogue
media, sound and light, and
high-energy physics. For the
last two decades, he has been
exhibiting around Australia and
internationally.
A key component of his practice
is in interdisciplinary and
collaborative projects, and he
has undertaken a variety of art
residencies, including an online
artist residency at the National
Gallery of Australia, 2004; an
Asialink residency, 2007; and two
residencies at the Australian
Synchrotron, supported by an
Arts Victoria Arts Innovation
grant in 2008, and the Australia
Council for the Arts Synapse
program in 2010.

He is currently undertaking
a Doctorate of Philosophy
at Monash University, which
includes on-site work at the
European Organisation for
Nuclear Research (CERN),
Switzerland, as part of the
art@CMS collaboration.

Since 2000, he has developed
courses and lectured in time-based
and interactive media at RMIT
University and Monash University,
and the Art vs. Science seminar
series at the Victorian College of
the Arts Centre for Ideas.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Chris Henschke | Song of the Phenomena | 2016
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| claire | mooney |
Claire Mooney completed a
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours)
at RMIT in 1999, a Master
of Visual Art at the Victorian
College of the Arts in 2004,
and a Postgraduate Diploma in
Education at The University of
Melbourne in 2010.
She has been a practicing artist
for the past 15 years, and has
exhibited her work regularly in
solo and curated shows. Since
2006, Claire has been actively
involved in the Melbourne ARI
sector, at various times acting as
an administrator, gallery director,
researcher, board and committee
member, advisor and, most
recently, Education Program
Coordinator at BLINDSIDE.
Claire Mooney | Against the Grain | 2016, acrylic and print transfer on plywood,
Tasmanian Oak frame, 40 x 40 cm
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Image credit: Roy Chu

Claire Mooney | Athena | 2016, acrylic and print transfer on plywood, Tasmanian Oak frame, 40 x 40 cm
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| claire | anna | watson |
Claire Anna Watson is a curator,
artist and arts writer. As a
curator/arts manager she has
worked with Asialink, Gippsland
Art Gallery and Next Wave. As
an artist she creates installations,
photographs and video works,
the most recent of which explore
ephemeral matter as a site of
scientific manipulation and
experimentation.
Her installations propel the
everyday object into a state of
dreamlike wonder revealing an
abiding interest in spatial and
socio-cultural analysis and a
passion for the absurd.

Claire Anna Watson | Neoplasm | 2017, HD video 1920 x 1080p, Edition of 4

She has devised public art
projects for the shores of the
Black Sea in Turkey, a forest
in Finland, the rural plains of
Portugal and the snowfields of
Australia.
Claire holds a Master of Fine Art
from Monash University and is
Chair of BLINDSIDE’s Artistic
Directors. She lives and works in
Melbourne, Australia.
|36|

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Claire Anna Watson | Heterogenesis | 2012, HD video 1920 x 1080p, 3 minutes 38 seconds, Edition of 3 + 1 A/P
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| dale | buckley |
Dale Buckley is a Perth based
artist and curator. He makes
video, sculpture, and installation
works about where geopolitics,
language, and reality intersect.
In 2015 he graduated from the
University of Western Australia
with a Bachelor in Art History.
He has been involved in artistrun spaces since 2012, when he
was a founding director of Moana
Project Space, and in 2015 he
also co-founded Success.
His first solo exhibitions were
earlier this year at Nicholas
Projects, Melbourne, and
Firstdraft, Sydney. He has
exhibited in group exhibitions in
Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Dale Buckley | The Gift of Empire | 2017
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| damien | shen |
A message from God to the
Blackfellow, 2017, is an ongoing
significant body of work by
Ngarrindjeri-Chinese artist
Damien Shen. In continuing his
engagement with archives and
museums, Shen draws on the
encounters between Reverend
George Taplin and the Ngarrindjeri
people, to establish a thematic
framework for this series. These
encounters are drawn from Taplin’s
diaries and give great detail on his
engagement with Ngarrindjeri.
Shen was particularly drawn to
Taplin’s entry about a discussion
with a ‘native’ on April the 7th,
1859.
“I then endeavoured to explain
to him that I had a message from
God to the Blackfellows, and
what it was, and asked him to tell
the others about it. He seemed to
understand me but was evidently
surprised. It is my impression at
present that more will be done by
individualising the natives than
by teaching them collectively. I
shall see how this idea is confirmed
or otherwise bye-and-bye.”1
|40|

For these new works, Shen’s
response to the righteous and
paternalistic views of the times,
which position his ancestors as
inferior black subjects, takes the
form of a series of large portraits,
depicting two Ngarrindjeri elders,
whom were both photographed
by Samuel Sweet at Raukkan in
South Australia. These paintings
depict figures from the community,
rendered in a monochromatic and
sombre palette. A stark background
frame their figures, perhaps a
visual cue to the anthropological
methods utilised in ‘documenting’
the Ngarrindjeri community.
Whiteness didn’t just surround
each of his forebears, but pervaded
into their very being. They are
submerged underneath a sheath of
pale rhythmic dotting, ghosted in
the virtues of whiteness while their
selfhood was simultaneously erased
by ‘well-meaning’ messengers of
God, in state-sanctioned, publicly
funded assimilation machines.

1 Reverend George Taplin, The Journals of the Reverend George Taplin, Missionary to the Ngarrindjeri People of the Lower
Murray, Lakes and the Coorong,1859 – 1879, 7 April 1859, http://www.firstsources.info/uploads/3/4/5/4/34544232/
taplins_diary_1859-79.pdf

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Damien Shen | Untitled #1 | 2017, oil on canvas, 140 x 90 cm,
from the series ‘A message from God to the Blackfellow’
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| danielle | tooley |
Danielle Tooley’s painting
practice stems from an interest
in vernacular photography
as a domestic ritual, and the
role photography plays in
identity formation. Working
from found and personal
analogue photographs, Tooley
utilises painting as a tool for
deconstructing the presumptions
of veracity that give all
photographs a kind of authority.
Light leaks, scratches, or even
parts that are out of focus are
easily ignored when looking at
a photograph, mostly because
we trust that photographs really
are experience captured; that
they offer up a ‘fixed now’ that
can be possessed, categorised,
and measured against what we
estimate as real.
In a painting, however, traces of
mechanical production work to
disrupt traditional bonds between
subject and object, between
objects and their representation.
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Identities blur; pasts converge;
memory is not merely revealed,
but produced and sustained by
the image.

Danielle Tooley | Party Painting |
2017, oil on linen, 31 x 31 cm
Courtesy Dominik Mersch Gallery, Sydney

Image credit: Roy Chu

Danielle Tooley | Untitled V | 2017, oil on linen, 31 x 31 cm
Courtesy MARS Gallery, Melbourne
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| datsun | tran |
Datsun Tran is a first generation
Australian from a refugee
family who, as a child, had
predetermined career choices that
were medicine, law, accounting or
engineering. Pivotal in Tran’s
decision to become an artist was
an animated feature of George
Orwell’s Animal Farm that he
viewed at the age of nine.
Tran says, “I was transfixed. It
was the first time I had watched
something entertaining that felt
weighty; there was something
behind all those talking animals.
Something that reminded me
of us.”
Tran has since used animal
imagery in his art extensively.
Tran uses animal imagery
as an exploration of human
nature through symbolism and
metaphor, and the search for
the sublime. He explores these
themes through animals for their
lack of sex, race and status, and
believes they are a mirror for
ourselves.
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Datsun Tran | We are red in tooth and claw | 2017, oil on 81 boards, 20 x 20 cm

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Datsun Tran | Self portrait as lower self pleading to the higher self | 2017, oil on canvas, 120 x 90 cm
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| drasko | boljevic |
Drasko Boljevic began his
career in Zagreb, Croatia, at
the Academy of Fine Art. Since
his arrival in Australia in the
early 1990s, he has completed a
Bachelor of Fine Arts majoring
in Sculpture (1997) through the
Victorian College of the Arts, a
Postgraduate Diploma in Visual
Arts (Painting) in 2011 and a
Master in Contemporary Art
(2012).
Boljevic’s artistic involvement
expanded to the co-ownership
of Azibi Gallery, St Kilda, an art
space for non-established artists
(1997-2001). Boljevic’s exhibition
history includes two solo shows
of painting and sculptures at
Brightspace Gallery (2008) and
Gasworks Arts Park (2011). In
2009 he was finalist of the
prestigious Sulman Prize at the Art
Gallery of New South Wales. He
has also been selected for the Off
the Wall show at the Melbourne Art
Fair in 2010.
Boljevic has received the
Mayor’s Award in the Art Town
competition from Stonnington
|46|

Council in 2012, and the friends
of the VCA and the NAVA awards
for outstanding practice (2012).
Boljevic’s 2014 show Possible
Worlds, part of Innovators 3 at
Linden Centre for Contemporary
Arts, depicted the “middle place
between leaving and arriving, long
lost memories (real or imagined),
and recently acquired ones.” Some
of these works were exhibited
in 2015 as projections for the
St Kilda Short Film Festival,
the Flinders Lane Gallery show
Exploration15; Gertrude Street
Side Projection Festival and 2015
Acland St Projection Festival. His
installation Collaging Realities
was shown at White Night
Melbourne 2016 and Message
from Mars (installation and film
projection) was shown at Cube
37, Frankston Arts Centre the
same year.
In 2017 he was invited to
participate in the Benalla Wall
to Wall Festival. At the heart of
Boljevic’s work is the quest to
contemplate what, exactly, is
reality.
Image credit: Roy Chu

Drasko Boljevic | Lotus | 2017, Image credit: Drasko Boljevic
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| emilie | wright |

Emilie Wright is a Melbourne
based artist, whose broad
studio practice spans a range
of mediums, with a particular
focus on drawing, sculpture,
video and installation. Through
a critical engagement with crude
materials, elemental components,
and alchemical process, her work
expands upon notions of drawing
through large-scale installations
that explore materiality,
impermanence, transformation
and entropy.
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Wright obtained a Bachelor of
Fine Art (Honours) at Monash
University, having completed a
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Expanded
Studio Practice) RMIT.

Emilie Wright | Tending the Hjell |
2016, installation document

Prior to commencing her BFA,
Emilie founded ARI Bower
Gallery in 2010, working as
Curator and Director until 2013.
She currently works as Lead
Artist with Arts Access Victoria.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Emilie Wright | Residue | 2016, installation, dimensions variable, multiple lengths of newsprint, salt and ink solution, whipping twine and sound
Image credit: Isabelle De Kleine
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| emma | lindsay |
Emma Lindsay is a visual artist
whose practice has focused on
the representation of extinct and
endangered Australian birds.
Lindsay received funding to
undertake a self-organised twomonth research and professional
development residency at Point
B Worklodge in Brooklyn, New
York. Lindsay undertook research
at major international natural
history museums including the
American Museum of Natural
History, the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Drexel University
and the Smithsonian Institute.
The research conducted in these
museum collections has extended
her practice through investigation
of the concept of the natural
history museum as a landscape
for extinction.
Emma Lindsay | Male Paradise parrots (Psephotus pulcherrimus;
Queensland Museum) | 2016, digital photograph, 59.4 x 42 cm (unframed)
Courtesy the Artist and Heiser Gallery, Brisbane
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Image credit:
Paulina Hupe

Emma Lindsay | Extinct Oxford Dodo (Raphus culcullatus) | 2016, oil on linen, 156.2 x 125.5 cm
Courtesy the Artist and Heiser Gallery, Brisbane, Image credit: Carl Warner
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| irene | wellm |
Irene Wellm completed a Master
of Fine Arts at the Victorian
College of the Arts in 2001.
She has held more than 15 solo
and 30 group exhibitions across
Australia and internationally
since 1987. In 2012 she was
awarded the New
Works Grant from the Australia
Council for the Arts for research
and a nine-month residency in
Leipzig, Germany. She has been a
consistent finalist in a number of
art prizes, including the Geelong
Contemporary Art Prize in 2014.
Her work was curated into
Towards Colour by Robert
Lindsay at McClelland Gallery,
2002; and into Glacier by
Suzanne Davies at RMIT Gallery
in 2001. Internationally she
represented Australia in the UBS
Art Award at Whitechapel Gallery
in London, 2000.

Irene Wellm | Every Avatar needs a
sun shield... | 2017, gouache on paper, collage

Trobe University; and Stockwell
Downs; and in private collections
in Australia, Germany,
Switzerland and the USA.

Her works are represented in
the collections of ArtBank;
Ballarat Regional Gallery; City
of Darebin Art Collection; La
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Irene Wellm | he from whom they fly / is he to whom you go | 2014, gouache on paper, 160 x 114 cm
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| jason | phu |
Jason Phu studied at the College
of Fine Arts (now UNSW Art
& Design) in Sydney graduating
with Honours in 2011, and at the
Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design. He has also undertaken
residencies at CAFA, Beijing;
DAC Studios, Chongqing;
CAP Studio, Chiang Mai; and
Organhaus, Chongqing.
Phu has held numerous solo
exhibitions across Australia
including at Nicholas Projects,
Melbourne; CCAS Gorman Arts
Centre, Canberra; and Alaska
Projects, Sydney. He won the
Sulman Prize and received a
Freedman Foundation Travelling
Scholarship in 2015 which has
allowed him to base his practice
between China and Australia.
In 2017 he was a finalist in the
Ramsay Art Prize, Adelaide;
received the West Space
commission for the entire gallery,
and is one of the Underbelly Arts
Festival artists.
Jason Phu | My dog has died | 2017, builders plastic and white ceiling paint, 140 x 100 cm
Work courtesy of Alaska Projects, Sydney, Image credit: Document Photography
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Jason Phu | I pray at ashes of my grandmother and at the photo of my grandfather who I’ve never met. I pray for big chunks of meat, for big bowls of
alcohol and for sex. They send me demons to battle [detail] | 2016, mixed-media installation (tarp, buddha vase, inflatable pool toys, masks, halloween decorations,
paint, spray paint, garden ornaments, concrete, sound component: John Coltrane’s “Love Supreme” saxaphone solo)
Work courtesy of Alaska Projects, Sydney. Image credit: Document Photography
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| jordan | wood |
Jordan Wood is a Melbourne
based artist working across
installation, sculpture,
ceramics and collage to explore
propositional future landscapes,
experiences and relics. The
space between construction and
deconstruction or growth and
decay, and their interdependence
on one another provides a genesis
for material investigations.
Wood completed a Bachelor of
Fine Art (Honours), Victorian
College of the Arts, 2007.
Her solo exhibitions include
Gippsland Art Gallery; Rubicon;
ECair Gallery in Malaysia; Rear
View; Westspace; Seventh Gallery
and Bus Projects.
Imaginary futures collide with
ancient pasts in the hybrid art
of Jordan Wood. The Maffraborn artist decodes a long-gone
language of objects to animate
her creations in installation,
sculpture, ceramic and collage.
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Wood excavates through the
fabric of time and culture to
propose a future landscape
already falling into decay.
Between science and culture
Wood carves an alternative niche
where nebulous matter can
incubate, casting aside the laws
of logic that hold us captive. Her
forms move, grow and rest across
the expanses of space, whether
in installation or on a blank
black page. Wood creates hybrids
in ceramics, installation and
collage that carry an emotional
and physical uncertainty, quietly
contemplating the mild absurdity
of the way things are. The
results are both grotesqueries yet
seductive, at times angry and
at others strangely comforting,
perhaps calling into the needs
and desires of the viewer.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Jordan Wood | Abel | 2016
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| laetitia | olivier-gargano |
Laetitia Olivier-Gargano explores
the flicker between feelings of
wonder and repulsion within
her artistic practice. Her work
often focuses on the connections
between features of the human
body and fungi, plants and
animals.
Through a strong interest in the
aesthetics of the human body, her
work regularly employs flesh-like
forms and detailed textures that
engender bodily responses from
viewers because of their intense
familiarity, yet complete
absurdity. Through close
observation of real anatomical
specimens and medical cadavers
her sculptural work is finely
attuned to the most ambiguous
forms within the human body.
Our stomach turns and we want
to look away but our curiosity
stops us. It is this uncanny
sensation, and the universality
of it that her works make us
aware of.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Laetitia Olivier-Gargano | Untitled (Nose Fungi) | 2016, silicone sculpture, dimensions variable
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| linsey | gosper |
Linsey Gosper is a Melbourne
based artist, curator and
art educator. Working
predominantly with photography
and installation, she recently
returned to the black and white
darkroom and is continuing
her experimentation with the
materiality of the photographic
medium.
Gosper’s practice investigates the
construction and performativity
of identity, gender and sexuality.
Her other interests lie in the fields
of the Occult and Magick, and
she incorporates various rituals as
performative acts in the making
of her artwork.

Linsey Gosper | Remember that you must die | 2016, fibre based silver gelatin print, 8 x 6 cm
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Linsey Gosper | Ouroboros | 2016, fibre based silver gelatin print, 30.5 x 40.6 cm
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| lucy | james |
With a practice informed
by intuition, collection and
composition, Lucy James’ work
spans drawing, painting and
collage. Armed with a medical
scalpel, James harvests images
from discarded and forgotten
books, recontextualising them
into carefully composed hybrids
of form and meaning. Touching
on issues of inherited folklore, the
exploitation of natural resources
and relationships with the
body, her work evokes fantasies
emerging from the vast expanse
of our collective imagination.
Sometimes humorous and often
absurd, her work brings the
viewer into a dreamscape where
reality is ambiguous, space defies
gravity and history is rewritten.
James has exhibited nationally
and internationally, with artwork
housed in private collections in
Australia, Japan, the USA and
the UK.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Lucy James | Breathe [detail] | 2013, collage on paper, 70 x 70 cm
Image credit: Tara Pearce
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| magda | cebokli |
Magda Cebokli makes abstract
paintings that are conceptual
and process based. Issues of
luminosity, the nature of edge,
the movement between light
and dark and the visualisation of
uncertainty are the subject matter
of her explorations.

Following studies in New York
and Hong Kong, Cebokli
completed a Bachelor of Arts
(Honours) and a research Master
of Arts in painting at RMIT. She
exhibits regularly, working from
her studio in Brunswick.

In this analysis of visual
experience, she works with small
differences, simplified form,
repetition and a restricted palette.
She works in series, focusing
on the development of an idea
from one work to the next
and is particularly concerned
with abstraction in art and its
relationship to abstraction in
other disciplines.
Prior to becoming an artist,
Cebokli worked in both the
clinical and research areas of
psychology. Her interest in
inner process and scientific
methodology connects her past
career with her artistic practice.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Magda Cebokli | Light Lines #4 | 2014, acrylic on linen, 100 x 100 cm
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| mali | moir |
Mali Moir is a professional
artist working in the Accurate
Realism style specialising in
natural science subjects. A
botanical artist employed at the
National Herbarium of Victoria
contributing drawings for
scientific publications, Moir has
a long exhibition career receiving
numerous art awards. She teaches
botanical and natural history art
at the Royal Botanic Gardens
Melbourne.
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Moir’s field experiences include
Expedition Artist on Our Planet
Revisited PNG with the French
Natural History Museum and
Wilson’s Prom Bioscan Survey with
Museum Victoria. In Australia,
she continues to lead Beckler’s
Botanical Bounty, a project
encompassing art, science, history
and country. Moir works with
a keen interest in the artistic
interpretation of natural history
themes, dedicating her skills to
combine a fascination for science
and environment with a desire to
render works of art with beauty,
character and scientific integrity.
Moir abides by her sincere belief
that “artists make science visible.”

Mali Moir | Neritidae PM 139 | watercolour on natural vellum,
Image credit: Karl Stamer of Lantern Printing

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Mali Moir | Cirripedia | watercolour on natural vellum, Image credit: Karl Stamer of Lantern Printing
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| meagan | streader |
Meagan Streader’s work pushes
the limits of light within sculpture
and installation. Reflecting the
Minimalist art of the Light and Space
movement, Streader manipulates,
reinterprets and extends upon the
boundaries of constructed spaces.
Through site-specific interventions,
her multidimensional use of light reorientates the viewer’s relationship to
the pre-existing architecture and scale
of a given space. In this way, Streader’s
work reveals the pervasive role of
light in governing physical and social
navigations of fabricated spaces.

Meagan Streader | One-Quarter U-Bend Column |
2016, light sculpture, fluorescent tube lights, recycled timber,
100 x 120 x 60 cm
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Streader is a Brisbane artist currently
based in Melbourne. She completed a
Bachelor of Fine Arts / Visual Arts at
Queensland University of Technology,
Brisbane, 2010. She has been awarded
numerous arts grants and exhibited
both nationally and internationally.
She has participated in the Kochi
AIR program in India, 2014; and the
NARS Foundation Residency, New
York, 2016.

Image credit: Roy Chu

Meagan Streader | W-INTER | 2016, site-specific light installation, electroluminescent wire
Image credit: Louis Lim
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| michael | needham |
Michael Needham secured his
Doctorate in Philosophy
(Fine Art) at the Australian
Catholic University (ACU) in
2010 and a Bachelor of Fine Art
(Painting) at Monash University,
in 2002.
His solo exhibitions include In
Defense of Optimism, Stockroom,
Kyneton, 2017; Landscape
with Grave: Inherited Loss
and Representation, Mildura
Arts Centre, 2016; This Side
of Uncertainty, Stockroom,
Kyneton, 2015; In Remembrance,
Daine Singer, Melbourne, 2014;
and Long Shadowed Land, La
Trobe University Visual Art
Centre, Bendigo, 2011.
Critic and curator Kent Wilson
describes Needham’s works as
exuding “a sweet and beautiful
sadness,” and holding a “palpable
gravitas, a force of weight in dense
silence.”
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Michael Needham | interstice | 2017, dental plaster, antique window frame, steel, 170 x 160 x 13 cm
Image credit: Michael Needham
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| naomi | bishop |
Naomi Bishop makes work about
nature, peripheral environments,
and objects and symbols of
paganism. Bishop has been
exhibiting internationally since
graduating with a Master of
Fine Art from Chelsea College
of Art in London in 2003.
Focused primarily on painting,
her work has been exhibited
at The Whitechapel Gallery in
London; The Irish Museum of
Modern Art, Dublin; Fondation
Hippocrène; Galerie Nicolas
Silin in Paris; and The National
University of Taiwan, Taipei.

Recently Naomi was artist-inresidence at The Arteles Creative
Centre in Finland, and will travel
to Cove Park, Scotland for a
residency in early 2018.
Bishop’s work is represented
in the collections of The
Whitechapel Gallery; La Banque
Postale; Rachel Whiteread;
and Pierre Pradié, and private
collections in France, Spain,
Germany, Finland, the UK,
Ireland, Taiwan, Australia, New
Zealand, and the USA.

In Melbourne she has presented
solo exhibitions at Rubicon;
Blindside; Kings; and at
Alternating Current Art Space
from September to October
2017. She has been included
in curated exhibitions and has
received grants from Creative
Victoria and the Australia
Council for the Arts.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Naomi Bishop | Geomancy | 2015, oil and pigment on beech panel, 55 x 45 cm
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| naomi | troski |

Naomi Troski | Shelf collapse | 2016, steel, rope, sandstone, fiberglass, electrical connectors, light,
150 x 65 x 136 cm

Naomi Troski is a Melbourne
based artist who has exhibited
in Australia and in group shows
in the USA, the UK and Japan.
She received a Bachelor of
Science from Monash University,
completed a Bachelor of Arts
Fine Art (Honours) First Class
from Central St Martins College
of Art and Design in London
and gained her Master of Fine
Art from Monash University in
Melbourne. She was selected
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for the Wyndham Art Prize, 2016;
the MCollection Art Award, 2015;
ScenicWorld Artprize, 2015; the
Substation Contemporary Art Prize,
Williamstown, Melbourne, 2011;
and was a recipient of an ArtStart
Grant in 2012. She has completed
large-scale public sculptural
commissions and her work is held
in a number of private collections.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Naomi Troski | Colour of our actions [detail] | 2017, steel, rope, fiberglass, fluorescent tubes, sandstone, electrical lights, natural light, dimensions variable
Counihan Gallery, Brunswick, Image credit: Theresa Harrison
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| natalie | ryan |
Natalie Ryan’s practice explores
themes that surround the
aesthetic representation of the
cadaver and natural sciences
throughout Western history and
their inclusion in contemporary
art. Drawing from existing
methodologies used for
displaying these elements, she
is interested in the process of
imaging the natural world and
the exchange between science and
art that has allowed this.

for Dark Mofo; Shifting Skin at
China Heights Sydney; Mortem
in Imagine curated by Michael
Brennan at LUMA and the VAC
Bendigo; Melbourne Art Fair
Platform Pop Up: Cutler and
Co curated by Barry Keldoulis;
Imaging the Dead at MADA
Gallery; Lorne Sculpture Biennale
2016; Unnatural Selection,
curated by Simon Gregg at
Gippsland Art Gallery; and Pretty
in Pink at Linden New Art.

Ryan has worked with anatomical
collections held in the Veterinary
Department at the University
of Melbourne and lectured in
Anatomical Drawing working
with human cadavers at Monash
University. Ryan holds a PhD at
Monash University, Imaging the
Dead: The Cadaver in Western
Culture and Contemporary Art.
Recent exhibitions include
Second Nature presented with
Blackartprojects at Second
Space Projects; Disquiet (Off
You) curated by Stephanie Han
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Natalie Ryan | Untitled (pig trotters) | 2016, silicon, resin, 22kt real gold leaf, synthetic fibres, dimensions variable
Image credit: Matthew Stanton
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| pia | murphy |
Pia Murphy graduated from
the Victorian College of the
Arts with a Bachelor of Fine
Arts (Printmaking) in 2004.
Murphy has exhibited nationally
and has been included in group
exhibitions in Melbourne
and Sydney including Karen
Woodbury Gallery; Nicholas
Thompson Gallery; Geelong
Regional Gallery and
Campbelltown Arts Centre.
Most recently Murphy
participated in The ordinary
instant alongside Clarice
Beckett at Bayside Arts and
Cultural Centre. Her practice
includes ceramics, painting and
printmaking.

Pia Murphy | Overview | 2017, glazed earthenware, glazed stoneware, dimensions variable

A solo exhibition of paintings
and large scale ceramic work
was exhibited most recently
at CAVES, with past solo
exhibitions at Chapter
House Lane gallery and c3
Contemporary Art Space.
Murphy’s work is
held in private collections
throughout Australia.
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Pia Murphy | Horse | 2017, glazed earthenware, 25 x 19 cm
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| pip | ryan |
Pip Ryan is an Australian artist
based in Melbourne. Her practice
explores themes of the uncanny
and absurd using drawing,
installation, sculpture and video.
Ryan is interested in the abject
nature of horror and humour
and how these two states of
consciousness can and often
do overlap. She completed
her Master of Fine Arts at the
Victorian College of the Arts with
the assistance of an Australian
Postgraduate Award (APA). Ryan
has exhibited both nationally and
internationally in group and solo
exhibitions.

Pip Ryan | Things can only get better (get well soon) | 2017,
ceramic, 32 x 10 x 8 cm
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Image credit:
Paulina Hupe

Pip Ryan | Watermelon Eater | 2017, watercolour, gouache, pencil on paper, framed 37 x 48 cm
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| rebecca | delange |
Rebecca Delange’s practice is
concerned with the creation
of provisional, object-based
installation, assemblage, collage
and painting. Her current
research looks at ways that
the ‘unseen’ – termed as the
unspoken, the invisible, the
poetic and the psychological, and
defined as something felt and
known but something that evades
direct visual representation and
perception – can be articulated
in the material for the viewer to
experience.
Delange is obsessed with
investigating how the activation of
semiotic slippage and disruptions
to traditional categories of
meaning can be a strategy to
evoke the ‘unseen’ in the material
outcomes of her work. These
slips and subtle ruptures to the
inherent and attributed semiotic
function and meaning of things
are facilitated through strategies
of spatial arrangement, dialogue
and material transformation,
applied to sourced and repurposed materials and objects.
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Her current work investigates the
ideas and forms of the net, the
trap, the curtain and the veil and
their associated meanings and
metaphors.
Delange creates a visual
‘conversation,’ perpetrated
through the collagic arrangement
of materials, forms, symbols
and the working space, in
order to deploy non-obvious
connections and create ambiguity
surrounding function and
meaning. Re-arrangement is an
essential strategy in her practice;
components and forms from
prior works embedded with
the history of their previous
incarnations are often reworked
into new assemblages.
Delange is currently
undertaking a PhD in Fine Art
at RMIT University having
been recently awarded an
Australian Postgraduate Award.
She completed a Master of
Contemporary Art with first class
Honours at the Victorian College
of the Arts in 2015.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Rebecca Delange | Alpha Beta Whatever | 2017
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| rebecca | monaghan |
Melbourne artist Rebecca
Monaghan works across
sculpture, sound, animation
and interactive video. Since
completing her Masters she has
largely focused her practice on
the interpretation of form, colour
and sound.
Her interest in object
hermeneutics (the term she uses
to describe her process) was first
explored when experimenting
with new ways of composing
and performing experimental
sound pieces for the exhibition
Percy Grainger: In the Company of
Strangers. These ideas were later
refocused through the prism of
Kandinsky’s colour theory and
her own (developing) relative
theory of colour, form and sound.
This work resulted in Walking in
Sound Fields and Attack, Decay,
Sustain, Release.
Monaghan completed a Master
of Contemporary Art at the
Victorian College of the Arts in
2015.
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She holds a bachelor’s degree
majoring in philosophy and
psychology and postgraduate
qualifications in computer science.

Rebecca Monaghan
| Colour Hermeneutics: Blue |
2016, timber, MDF, hydrostone,
acrylic paint, enamel paint,
dimensions variable: 30 x 30 x 25 cm approx.
Deakin University Gallery

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Rebecca Monaghan | Sound Composition 01: To Be Played | 2015, interactive video, single channel
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| rob | o’connor |
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Cartographer, archeologist,
explorer, scavenger, sociologist
and resurrectionist. Rob
O’Connor is all of these things.
His work, like the artist himself,
exudes a restless energy and
a palpable curiosity. He is
fascinated by maps, even when
they are composed of detritus,
both found and formed by
O’Connor himself. He notes that
cities are full of unseen histories
– sites of trauma, humour,
accident, neglect – and he is
driven to make these visible.

His recent work from Santiago
in Chile resulted in large-scale
paintings that documented
his personal experiences of the
city, specifically, he notes, the
‘peripheral’ zones. “This idea of
periphery is not only physical but
psychological,” he says.

O’Connor’s recent and current
work involves disused spaces
and mapping the peripheral. His
work can be described as falling
into the realm of détournement,
meaning ‘rerouting or hijacking,’
a technique developed in
the 1950s by the Letterist
International and later adapted
by the Situationist International.
For O’Connor, this began when
the artist spent time in Queens
in New York City and has grown
since.

These works were also opened up
to local punk kids that O’Connor
met to add their own stories,
adding a patina of graffiti to the
constellation of imagery.

“The resulting ‘maps,’ as I call
them, are cartographies of daily
experience, intermingled with
urban folklore, localised slang,
seemingly inane observations from
a tourist/outsider perspective.”

In 2010 O’Connor was artist-inresidence, He-Shun International
Arts Festival, Xu Village, Shanxi,
China, and Cite International
des Arts, Paris, France. His most
recent exhibition was A rag or a
rip, Contemporary Art Tasmania
this year.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Rob O’Connor | Celebrate Jesus | 2017

Rob O’Connor | Awesome God | 2017
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| robbie | rowlands |
Robbie Rowlands interacts with
existing objects and spaces in a
practice that seeks to renegotiate the
empirical by challenging the way we
see the world. In his work we find the
structures that provide support to our
lives have themselves become wilted
and prone. Rowlands throws the
finitude of the subject into question
by engaging the uncertainty of space
and the ambiguity of time. The
process of decline and decay becomes
an aesthetic event, manipulating the
disintegrating form as a means of
fathoming new ones.
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Recent examples of Rowlands’
ongoing series of works that
resource pre-demolition houses,
public buildings and utilitarian
objects include Light falls, a
reconfigured 20m stadium light pole,
Townsville 2017; Crossing the floor,
Broadmeadows Town Hall public
art commission 2017/2018; Shadows
fall, pre-demolition house, Belfield,
Victoria, 2016; and Light through
half drawn blind, pre-demolition
house, Spotswood, Victoria, 2016.
In 2014 he travelled to Detroit USA,
funded by the Australia Council for
the Arts and Popps Packing ARI
Detroit. Through this residency he

developed a major series of studio
and public works titled Tread lightly
for this ground maybe hollow. In
2015 he was invited to carve up
the floor of Boulder Museum of
Contemporary Art, with the work
titled If this light can hold. In 2018,
developing on from his acclaimed
regional show In-between—a
collaboration between Regional Arts
Victoria and Charlton Arts that
featured large scale sculpture, sound
and projected works—Rowlands
will be investigating a site-specific
project with the township of Broken
Hill. He is currently undertaking
a Master by research and teaches
across sculpture and sound at RMIT
University.
With what remains showcases
Rowlands immersive site-specific
practice within the abandoned
Nuttelex engineering workshop, a
1950s crumbling brick house set
at the side of the factory. Utilising
remnant materials; pipes, oil and
the physical structure of the site, this
work is raw and visceral, representing
mechanisms that support, house and
in this case, produce the substances
we consume. Rowlands is represented
by Blackartprojects.
Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Robbie Rowlands | With what remains | 2017, sculptural site intervention,
Decommissioned Nutalex oil factory, engineering workshop (1950’s brick semi-detached), Windsor, Melbourne, 2017
Courtesy of Robbie Rowlands and Blackartprojects, Image credit: Robbie Rowlands
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| robert | hague |
Robert Hague is an artist who
brings an impeccable skill set
to the contemporary scene.
Throughout his work, he
revels in ambiguity, conveying
simultaneously elements of the
heavy and light, the fixed and
fluid, and the brutal and gentle.
He works across numerous media
including, printmaking, video,
painting and installation but with
a concentration on sculpture, in
both stone and metal.
From his studio in Newport,
Melbourne, he has exhibited
widely and is represented in
major public collections such as
the National Gallery of Australia
and the National Gallery of
Victoria. In 2010, his work
was the subject of a ten year
retrospective at Deakin University
(Burwood). Recent exhibitions
include Common Ground at NGV
International; Porcelaine at Turner
Galleries (Perth); the Blake Prize
(awarded the Blake Residency);
CRUSH at Fehily Contemporary
(Melbourne); the Wynne Prize
at Art Gallery of New South
Wales; and Inaugural at Nicholas
Projects (Melbourne).
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Robbie Rowlands | Deca | 2008, bronze, 24ct gold, 30 x 12 x 5cm
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| saffron | newey |
Saffron Newey is a Melbourne
based artist completing a PhD at
RMIT University. Her work has
been included in various group
and solo exhibitions in Australia.
The focus of Newey’s practice
and research is painting in the
post-Internet era, specifically
how the online database and
screen culture have affected the
medium. Painterly allusions
and homages to the traditional
Romantic sublime feature in
Newey’s work – mashed up with
random Internet image data. The
work inhabits the new realm of
the digital sublime.
Saffron Newey | Rest On The Flight To Windsor | 2016, oil on canvas, 90 x 115 cm
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Saffron Newey | Native Tongue | 2016, oil on canvas, 90 x 115 cm
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| samuel | condon |
Born in Geelong, Victoria in
1985, Samuel Condon has a
Master of Fine Arts from the
Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology and a Bachelor of
Fine Arts from the Victorian
College of the Arts.
He is currently undertaking a
Master in Art Curatorship at
Melbourne University. Condon
is a three-time finalist in the Brett
Whiteley Travelling Art Scholarship
and was a finalist in last year’s
Archibald Prize.
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Image credit: Roy Chu

Samuel Condon | The landing of Cook | oil on canvas
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| saskia | pandji | sakti |
Saskia Pandji Sakti completed a
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Media
Arts (Photography) in 2004
and Honours in 2005 at RMIT
University, Melbourne.
Selected solo and group
exhibitions include Little Did
They Know, Utopian Slumps,
Melbourne, 2008; Medium
Paranormals, Bus Projects,
Melbourne, 2011; If Loss Could
Weigh, curated by Daniel Price,
TCB Art Inc., Melbourne,
2011; Transmissions, c3 Gallery,
Abbotsford Convent, Melbourne,
2014; David Mutch-Eric
Demetriou-Saskia Pandji Sakti,
Lindberg Galleries, Melbourne,
2015; and Timelapse, curated
by Simon Gregg, Gippsland Art
Gallery, Sale, 2016.

Saskia Pandji Sakti | Untitled 3 (Belgrave Fog) |
2017, silver gelatin print on fiber based paper,
framed dimensions: 36 x 31 cm, unframed dimensions: 20 x 25cm,
edition of 3
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Saskia Pandji Sakti | Untitled 1 (Belgrave Fog) | 2017, silver gelatin print on fiber based paper,
framed dimensions: 36 x 31 cm, unframed dimensions: 20 x 25cm, edition of 3
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| shanrah | austin |
Austin’s recent involvement with
Metanoia Theatre through
installation and set construction
demonstrates her interest in
creating objects to immerse
and engage the audience. Her
practice incorporates installation,
sculpture, video and drawing.

Shanrah Austin | Lady with goitre | 2011,
gouache, charcoal, ink, pencil, wallpaper on paper,
59 x 42 cm

Shanrah Austin is a Melbourne
based artist. Her practice draws
stimulus from early sideshow
culture, medical archives and
cinema. Her work explores the
human anomaly, highlighting
the abject, and the obscurity of
escaping the normalised body.
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Since graduating in 2012 with a
Bachelor of Fine Arts (Honours)
Sculpture at RMIT, Austin
was the winner of The People’s
Choice Award in The Substation
Contemporary Art Prize and
received the Artstart Award from
the Australia Council for the
Arts in 2013. She has also been
involved in a variety of group
shows, collaborations, theatre
productions and facilitated
community art projects.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Shanrah Austin | Goitre Man | rubber, human, dimensions variable
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| skye | kelly |
Within her practice, Kelly
investigates a range of
indeterminate, transitive materials
through a sculptural framework.
She is interested in exploring the
latent potentials of these unstable
materials, and how their inherent
properties and behaviours can be
used as a catalyst for sculptural
outcomes. Kelly lives and works
in Melbourne, and is currently
undertaking a Master of Fine Arts
(Research) at RMIT University.

Skye Kelly | Untitled (down into the golden) [detail] | 2017, PVC, acrylic, water,
nylon particles, water pump, mica, iron oxide, 110 x 25 cm
Image credit: Skye Kelly
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Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Skye Kelly | Indeterminate States (installation view) | 2017
[L-R] | Untitled | gelatine, plastic bladder, fabricated plastic collar, heating element, air pump, silicon tubing,
stainless steel cable, black pigment, foaming agent, clove oil
| Untitled | gelatine, black pigment, clove oil, stainless steel hook, stainless steel cable
Image credit: Marcel Feillafe
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| sophie | takách |
Sophie Takách makes
performative sculptural objects
that incorporate ephemeral
installation and movement.
The physical components are
conceived as devices that enable
further action to take place,
acting as support structures
or simple machines; basic
mechanical objects that amplify
the application of force.
Drawing on a deep interest
in science and the underlying
physical processes of the universe,
she exploits the interactions
between force and matter to
capture transitional states of
change. The work (as a transfer
of energy) directs attention to the
habituated body and unreflective
use of technology and power.
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Previous exhibitions include from
one body to another with Fayen
d’Evie at Casula Powerhouse;
The Material Turn curated
by Rebecca Coates, Margaret
Lawrence Gallery; and Benglis
73/74 curated by Geoff Newton
at Sutton Gallery Project Space.
She lives and works in
Melbourne, and is currently
undertaking postgraduate
research at MADA, Monash
University.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Sophie Takach | Evert Manifold 80cc | 2014, bronze, 140 x 52 x 40 cm
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| tim | burns |
Tim Burns is renowned for
his incendiary aesthetics and
guerrilla tactics. He became
notorious in the early 1970s for
his quite literally explosive art
performances before moving to
New York, where he remained,
until the mid-1990s. According
to Lucas Ihlein, writing for Artists
Profile magazine, “Rather than
identifying as a painter, filmmaker,
karaoke videographer, installation
artist, theatre director or performer
(although he has done all these
and more), Burns calls himself ‘a
context artist.’ What unites the
hugely varied set of projects Burns
has worked on over the last forty
years is a constant desire to set up
situations which critically reflect on
our hypermediated, industrialised
western society.”
His performance installations in
the ‘70s – including A change of
plan at the Art Gallery of New
South Wales and Minefield at
the Mildura Sculpture Triennial
– became infamous and remain
highlights in the fledgling history
of experimental art in Australia.
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He was a pioneer in the Super-8
New Wave movement in New
York, producing two features,
Why Cars, Carnage (l977) and
Political Transmission (l978).
CARnage received the NY State
council film award 1978 and
was selected for the International
Situationist Show to tour the
Beaubourg Museum in Paris and
the ICA in London.
His production company Third
Degree Burns Unit’s performance
works in Western Australia
include Autogeddon - The Ride
written by Heathcote Williams
for Artrage ‘99; White Cells for
The Perth International Fringe
Festival 2000; Tunnelvision for
Artrage 2000; and THIS IS I.T.?
a CTV, Access 31 and Perth
Festival co-production. These
productions combined elements
of theme parks, theatre, film and
television to attack aspects of
transport, prisons, surveillance
and community TV.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Tim Burns: To be...
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| tom | borgas |
At a time where the physical
world is increasingly being
compressed, transmitted and
experienced digitally, Borgas’
art practice is concerned with
drawing attention to this
shift through its reverse—by
presenting the aesthetic and
structural motifs of digital
technology as actual objects
and events in real space/time.
Borgas’ work is foundationally
sculptural but extends to include
performative and participatory
elements as a means of engaging
an audience.
Borgas’ work has been exhibited
at shows and galleries around
Australia including the
Contemporary Arts Centre of
South Australia; the Jam Factory;
Salamanca Arts Centre in Hobart;
FELTspace ARI; Hatched 2013
and PICA Salon 2014.
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He is the recipient of a number
of awards and prizes including
the NAVA Ignition Prize for
professional practice; the Hill
Smith Gallery/Helpmann Academy
Friends Travel Prize; and the
2015 Lismore Regional Gallery
Splendour in the Grass New Art
Commission. His practice is also
supported through contributions
from the Australia Council
for the Arts, Arts SA and the
Helpmann Academy.
Borgas is represented by Hill
Smith Gallery, Adelaide, and
is currently based in Porto,
Portugal.

Image credit: Paulina Hupe

Tom Borgas | Black Triangulations | 2015, double walled polypropylene, gaffa tape, sheet size 240 x 120 x 0.5 cm
Image credit: Tom Borgas
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| vittoria | di stefano |
Vittoria Di Stefano’s research
centres on material investigation
as a method for examining
notions of liminality in sculptural
practice. She employs temporal,
marginal and contingent
processes to investigate a
range of materials as a means
to explore the alchemical and
transformational properties of
the sculptural object. As well as
traditional sculptural materials
she employs substances associated
with the transformation of the
body such as wax, soap and
lipstick.

Di Stefano has taken part in solo
and group exhibitions nationally
and is currently undertaking a
Masters by research at RMIT
University.

She considers the forces of
attraction and repulsion through
the inclusion of magnets in
her work, and investigates the
possibilities of growth and decay
through the use of crystals and
industrial waste. This choice
of materials reflects an interest
in the collapsing of binary
considerations and a desire to
explore the relationship between
form and formlessness.
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Image credit: Roy Chu

Vittoria Di Stefano | Past Machine | 2017, lipstick, salon plastic sheet, rare earth magnet, ball bearings, dimensions variable
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| where | shadows | fall |

With the closing of the old Nuttelex
factory in Windsor, shadows descended
and dust settled. Old machinery
remained, and trash in every shape and
form took residence over time.
The challenge for | not | fair |’s
co-curators in delivering this year’s
exhibition hasn’t only been conceptual
and logistical, but has also required a
monumental physical effort to
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Image credits: Paulina Hupe

transform the space from derelict
building to functional exhibition
venue. This brief photo essay gives
some insight into that journey of
transformation.

| artists | play |
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| prizes |
Two major prizes will be awarded as part of the 2017 | not | fair | exhibition:

The Anne Runhardt Prize
$10,000 non-acquisitive prize to be judged by Gareth Sansom,
Anne Runhardt, and Ashley Crawford.

The Hill Smith Prize
For paintings or works on paper, an exhibition
in 2018 with Hill Smith Gallery Adelaide
including freight costs and advertising.
To be judged by Sam Leach and Tony Lloyd.
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Image credit: Roy Chu
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Image credit: Roy Chu
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| sponsors |
We extend our sincere appreciation to our sponsors, without whom
the 2017 | not | fair | exhibition would not be possible, and invite you
to support these community-minded organisations.

WINDSOR
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Image credit: Roy Chu
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| thanks |
The | not | fair | Art Foundation
Board and the exhibition’s
Curators have been generously
assisted by the participating
artists and a host of volunteers.
The Board and Curators wish
to pay tribute to all those artists
profiled in this publication for
their generosity, and also extend
a special thanks [in no particular
order and with apologies in
advance to anyone we’ve forgotten!]
to the following people:
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Ben Aitken
Simon Blacher
Kon Gouriotis
Tully Hatswell / Paint Spot
Steve Eland
Sam and Margo Hill Smith
Patrick Hoppe
Paulina Hupe
Pip Minney
Eric Nash
Michelle Patterson
Katrina Raymond
Louis Raymond
Glenn Reindel
Anne Rundhardt
Gareth Sansom
Michael Valmorbida / Splitrock
Heidi Williams /
Montalto Vineyard & Olive Grove
Aileen Ellis /
Gordon Darling Foundation
Tom Dickson /
Same Day Printing
Monica Lim and Konfir Cabo
Amy and Nick Carter
William Partners Lawyers
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| the | team |
| not | fair | ART FOUNDATION BOARD:
Tony Lloyd
[Chairman]
Gary A Hershan
[Treasurer]
Dr Sam Leach
Dr Ashley Crawford
Anne Runhardt
Mary Schepisi
Michael Landy
Helen Bogdan
Sonia Payes
Roy Chu
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CURATORS:
Tony Lloyd

(Chairman of the Board, Founder and co-curator)
Lloyd gained his Masters in Painting at RMIT University in 2001.
Since that time he has become renowned for his dramatic realist
paintings of enigmatic landscapes. Tony Lloyd has had 26 solo
exhibitions over the past 20 years and has shown widely in Australia
and internationally. Lloyd’s works have featured in numerous
publications, and are held in public collections including the State
Library of Victoria, Gippsland Art Gallery, RMIT Gallery, Artbank,
the City of Boroondara and the City of Whitehorse.

Dr Ashley Crawford

(Founder and co-curator)

A freelance cultural critic based in Melbourne, Crawford writes
regularly on the arts for The Age, The Australian, The Financial Review,
The Sydney Morning Herald, Australian Art Collector, Artist Profile,
and more. He is the author of a number of books on Australian art
including Transformations: The Work of Sonia Payes, and Spray: The
Work of Howard Arkley. He has considerable editorial and curatorial
experience, and was granted a Doctorate in Philosophy at the
University of Melbourne in 2016.

Dr Sam Leach

(Founder and co-curator)
A contemporary artist living and working in Melbourne, Leach’s
paintings deal with the relationship between humans and non-human
animals and between science and art. He has had numerous solo
exhibitions and group exhibitions, both in Australia and abroad. Leach
has been the subject of considerable media attention, and has won
several awards, including both the Wynne and Archibald Prize at the
Art Gallery of New South Wales in 2010. He was granted a Doctorate
in Philosophy at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in
2016.
Image credits: [Top + Bottom] Roy Chu;
[Middle] Sonia Payes
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